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.XOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL. By
Blair Rice. New York: Random
1955. Pp. 299. $4.50.

•tfury in which moral philosophers of
iooIs have cast a variety of serious
the possibility of achieving reliable

•of good and evil, Philip.Blair Rice
tently defended a cognitivist ethical
'ersi' 'y but not inflexibly. For he
illy i. .ded to the cases made by
challenged the empirical tradition in

vhichhe liasbeen an uncommonly ef-
)ponent.
book he presents a reformulation of
ethics which incorporates important
>ut of the analyses of non-cognitivist
laturalistic critics of empiricism. The
he believes, an ethical theory which
the defensible features of the several
rary ethical schools and is free
errors and oversimplifications of each
lduding those found in some forms of
n itself.
:rs 1 to 4 comprise an account, ex-
ndcritical, of thechief ethical theories
entieth century: the cognitivist posi-
Iby the naturalists and the intuition-
the non-cognitivist positions taken by
ivists and the ordinary language phi-
. Nowhere, perhaps, in the recent lit-
»f mo"-1 philosophy can one find in
)mpa .etter statement oftheagree-
.ntrasts, and interplay of ideas among
ats of view.
own theory, which he develops in the
r of the book, draws most heavily for
uients upon empirical naturalism and
n. The claims of intuitionism and ordi-
guage philosophy, so far as they are
°at all, are included under a radically
terpretation. How the several theses of
npeting positions enter Rice's account
>en in hisanalysis of themeaning of the
ught" and "good" as they are used in
r variational situations,
ue concept, Rice maintains, possesses
descriptive and a descriptive compo-
le "core" or "Matrix Meaning" of
' he tells us, lies in its presaiptive use

f.^ntion " TVip tprm " 'ought*

. . . expresses the fact that a choice has been
made, and serves as a signal to release the ac
tion" (p. 109). But the meaning of "ought" is
not limited to the prescriptive element.,

Prescription presupposes understanding and
commitment based on investigation and reflec
tion. Prescription alone, though it conveys the
distinctive normative force of the ought, does not
reveal the moral authority. The Matrix Mean
ing, being non-cognitive, is"empty and blind."
So to the prescriptive component Rice adds a
cognitive component—a specified property that
determines the "oughtness" of the act. This cog
nitivecomponent ismostclearly present in such
a value concept as "good," which, though it
often acts with a trigger function' as does
"ought," is to be understood basically in terms
of what Rice calls "Identifying Properties." On
Rice's view an Identifying Property will be
natural rather than non-natural; and his own
argument seems to lead to theselection ofaffec
tive states suchas enjoyment orpositivehedonic
toneasconstituting this property.The assertion
ofa linkage between Matrix Meaning andIden
tifying Property isan ethical principle. " 'This
is[intrinsically] good' means 'Thishas theIden
tifying Property of goodness; do or seek this
under conditions CI'" (p. 122).

The intuitionists' conviction that good can
not be defined entirely in terms of a natural
property istherefore sound. Buttheir conclusion
that it must be understood in terms of a non-
natural property is explained asarising mistak
enly from a dim perception of the prescriptive
component (with its "normative tug") in the
concept of good. (Recognition of this compo
nent, incidentally, is held to save this theory
from the charge of committing the Naturalistic
Fallacy.) The ordinary language philosophers,
while rightly emphasizing the importance of
explicating specific instances of ordinary usage
of moral terms, havefailed to give dueregard to
thehierarchy of "reasons" which maybegiven
for an individual moral judgment. Such judg
ments willbe validated in terms of moregeneral
maxims, which describe Conferring Properties
(extrinsic orgood-making properties), and these
maximsin termsof Principles stating the Identi
fying Property of goodness.

The question which engages Rice'schief at
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tention throughout the second half of the book
is that of showing how it is possible to give an
empirical justification of moral principles. Two
types of justification are offered. One is a
priori" in the special sense that it rests on a
basic or congenital "normativeness" in human
nature, described by Rice as a goal-seeking
tendency. The difficulty with this as a basis for
moral principles is that, like the prescriptive ele
mentinmoral concepts, it seems tobeblind and
empty of content. Rice appears to acknowledge
its inadequacy in this regard. He recognizes, for
example, that the fact that we are built in such
a way that we seek ends does not in itself sup-,
port a hedonistic theory of motivation. The
question is empirical, and not a priori. And, m
any event, what the congenital apriori provides
is more ofa "must" than an"ought."

A better justification or "vindication" of
moral principles, Rice declares, is pragmatic. It
occurs when our human nature (not only the
congenital part but the "second nature" welded
onto the first by experience) becomes involved
in normative processes—in the business of de
cision-making, of living a life. It consists inac
tivity which carries a sense of well-being, a
"global sense of dircctedness." The concept of
this "global sense" is perhaps the most impor
tant one developed by Rice in the book. It is
certainly a key concept for his argument. Un
fortunately, it is never anywhere more than
roughly sketched, though it recurs frequently.
Rice admits that it has no fixedness, that it
eludes formulation. The question is whether it
too is not blind to a degree which leaves us un
clear about how it can provide a sense of direc
tion. To be sure, Rice likens it to "conscience'
(p 194), to our "working sense of 'good' or
'right' " (p. 149), and refers to it as an "opera
tive sense ofrationality" (p. 255; myitalics). On
the other hand, he elsewhere calls it a"manifes
tation of conation" (p. 212), conation in turn
being described as non-cognitive and irrational.
If our "global" sense is simply the normative
thrust ofour nature become mature and capable
of making rational integrations, the question
arises of how we can know that this develop
mentormanifestation ofour normative capacity
is better than one that took another form or di
rection. Sometimes even the exercise ofnorma
tive capacity itself comes into question, as in
the despair of adiseased soul. While Rice rejects
arbitrary definitions as abasis for ultimate prin
ciples, itappears necessary, ifwe are to get di
rection from our normative capacity, to stipu

late for it a directedness which it does not seem
per se to possess.

In addition to the topics already mentioned,
thebookpresents valuable andprovocative sug
gestions for the application of the proposed
theory of value to questions inaesthetics and to
problems connected with theprinciples ofutili
ty, justice, and liberty.

The book as a whole is a consummately fine
example of the conscientious scholarship, the
honest objectivity in the search for truth, and
the rare ability to uselanguage bothevocatively
andcogently, in terms of which those of uswho
knew Philip Blair Rice will wish to remember
him.

Lucius Garvin

University of Maryland

The Sane Society. By Erich Fromm. New
York: Rinehart & Co., 1955. Pp. xiv+370.
$5.00.

Erich Fromm is one of the leading exponents
of the use of psychoanalytic materials for the
study of moral and political problems. Unlike
such writers as Lasswell and Riesman, Fromm
makes explicit his moral emphasis; and hence
the difficulties of the projectof basingmoraland
political critiques onpsychological theories also
emerge far more clearly in his writings. The
present book, which isa continuation of Escape
from Freedom (New York: Rinehart, 1941) and
Man for Himself (New York: Rinehart, 1947),
sets forth a critique of modern society which
complements the former work's analysis of
modern totalitarian movements and the latter's
study of the typesof moral character. Like t'
earlier books, The Sane Society is written froi.
the standpoint of what Fromm calls "humanis
tic psychoanalysis." This discipline is held to
yield the "laws of human nature," which in
turn supply "universal criteria for mental
health," both in the individual and in a whole
society (p. 12). For the study of man reveals
"what his needs are objectively" as against
"what he feels to be his needs"; and a sane
society is onewhich "corresponds" to these ob
jective needs (p. 20). Thus the premise ofwhat
Fromm calls "normative humanism" is a uni-
versalistic and objectivistic one:

Mentalhealthis achieved if man develops into full
maturity according to thecharacteristics and laws of
human nature.Mental illness consists in the failure
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of such development. From this premise the criterion
of mental health is not one of individual adjustment
to a given social order, but a universal one, valid for
all men, of giving a satisfactory answer to the prob
lem of human existence [p. 14].

In the body of the book Fromm undertakes to
carry out this premise: first, by setting forth
"the human situation: Man's needsas they stem
from the conditions of his existence"; second, by
indicating what are the norms or criteria of
mental health in the individual and in society
as corresponding to these objective needs;
third, by presenting an elaborate critique of
"man in capitalistic society" as characterized
by a pervasive trait of "alienation" or "self-
estrangement" in which the requirements of
mental health are violated on a vast scale; and
finally by suggesting "roads to sanity" whereby
these pathogenic characteristics of modern
society may be corrected and sanity, i.e., mental
health, be restored.

The project of this book, then, is very am
bitious. In its aim of expounding a criterion of
moral and political value which shall be "a uni
versal one, valid for all men," it is reminiscent
of the natural-law approach of early modern
political philosophy, save that its epistemologi-
cal basis for this criterion is held to be not reason
but the laws of human nature as ascertained by
the science of psychoanalysis. In appealing to
this basis, moreover, Fromm appears to be re
flecting a consensus hominumeruditorum hodier-
num: a large body of contemporary learned
opinion supports his way of doing moral and
political philosophy. Consequently, although
much of what he says seems to me to be sound
and suggestive, I shall confine my review to a
brief critical discussion of each of the four
phases of Fromm's project.

Where do we find those "laws of human na
ture" to which Fromm refers as revealing man's
objective nceds?"He does, in fact, both Th This
book and in Man for Himself, present a large
number of wise and shrewd insights into human
nature, including the types of human character.
It is also true that these insights are based in
part on those set forth by Freud, although they
go beyond Freud's simple sex basis in many
ways. Yet these insights are hardly "laws" even
in a loose sense of the word. Apart from very
brief references to clinical and other observa
tions, no evidence is presented to show any firm
basis inexperimentally validated data; theycer

tainly go far beyond the kinds of elementary
propositions which writers like Sears and Kris
have shown to possess some such even tentative
validation. Moreover, the propositions about
"the humansituation" which Fromm setsforth,
and which presumably constitute his "laws of
human nature," are in fact, as he elsewhere ad
mits, similar in large part to the doctrines about
man presented by such traditional ethical phi
losophers as Aristotle and Spinoza. Now these
philosophers were indeed wise men; but they
were not in any strict sense psychoanalysts.
Consequently, it appears that what Fromm is
in fact giving us. under the guise of the "laws of
human nature" of humanistic psychoanalysis, is
a selection from the tradition of philosophical
anthropology, but with the presumed added
luster of scientific laws as ascertained by psvl
choanalytic methods!

II

The relation between the laws of human na-
ime, or the characteristics of man's situation,
and the normsor criteriaof mental health, is by
no meansclear.The ground of the lack ofclarity
is likewise a traditionalone,and may be put in
this traditional way: That Fromm's proposi
tionsorlawsabout the humansituationpurport
to state facts, while his assertions about man's
objective needs present values. Thus he de
clares that "the decision as to what isgood.and
bad has to be made on the basis of our knowl
edgeof man's nature and the laws whichgovern
its growth" (p. 30). Now Fromm does not seem
to be aware of the difficulties in moving from
knowledge of facts or laws to decisions about
good or bad, as was also the case in Man for
Himself. There is no need to labor these difficul
tiesin the traditionallogical wayas involving an
illegitimate movement from an "is" to an
"ought." I wish to present them here in a some
whatdifferent way:namely, that contraryvalue
consequences are possible on the basis of
Tromm's factual antecedents. The chief fact
which he presents about the human situation is
that "it is in a state of constant and unavoidable
disequilibrium" (p. 24); because of man's pos
session of reason and imagination, contrasted
withhis background in animallife,he is always
confronted by alternatives "between regression
and progression, between return to animal
existence and arrival at human existence"; he
"has to solve a problem, he can never rest in the
given situation, of a passiveadaptation to na
ture" (pp. 27-28). Nowas Fromm specifies this
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the price we have to pay for the good features
.of modern economic and political freedom and
progress?

IV

The "road to sanity" which Fromm suggests
as the cure for alienation is "humanistic com
munitarian socialism." Its chief feature is "ac
tive participation and responsibility for every
body" in all major spheres of social life—eco
nomic, political, cultural. The chief difficulty
with Froiiim's discussion in this section of the
book is one which likewise confronts many
other psychological approaches to politics. In
his concern with removing alienation and its
effects he seems to lose sight of other kinds of
social realities which do not fit in with his con
ception of the psychological realities. Among
these other realities are those of politics and of
economics. In rpspprt nf pa<;h Fromm tends to
adopt a u^ggjaji attitude,.,The political utopian-
ism is epitomized in such a statement as: "in a
society where no person has power over another,
each person fulfils his function on the basis of
co-operation and mutuality" (p. 94); the eco
nomic utopianism in such a statement as: "If
the wealth of society corresponded to the actual
needs of its members, there would be no prob
lem of distributing it" (p. 87). Concomitantly
with these, respectively. Fromm can advocate a
rather far-reaching regulation (and presumably
censorship) of movies, books, and newspapers
(p. 334), and a "guaranteed subsistence mini
mum" which would be given to all men for a
certain definite period whether they worked or
not (pp. 335-38). He does not analyze the enor
mous political and ccunumic problems on which
his well-meaning psychological intentions im
pinge. On the other hand, I believe that any
sound approach to political and economic im
provement must keep in mind something very
much like Fromm's concept of alienation -and
the need for its removal so far as possible. Which
is another way of saying that Fromm has by no
means done the complete job which confronts
political philosophy in the contemporary world;
but he has done one important part of it. The
book which is as adequate on the historical,
social, political, economic, and cultural realities
as it is on the psychological ones, and which fits
all of these with the proper perspective both for
the analysis and the amelioration of the central
problems of man today, has still not been
written.

Alan Gewirth

University of Chicago

Moral Judgment. By D. Daiches Raphael.
London: George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., 1955.
Pp. 224. 16s.

This book is not primarily concerned with
"what silly people mean when they say silly
things"—to quote Bertrand Russell's evalua
tion of the prevailing common-sense school in
philosophy (British Journal for the Philosophy
ofScience, Feb., 1953). For Mr. Raphael the data
of moral inquiry are "the moral judgments of
ordinary life," but only the judgments men will
defend upon reflection, not their emotive utter
ances. Moral philosophy, accordingto Raphael,
must not be content merely to describe linguistic
usage, however "reflective." Although it must
(1) define basic moral concepts and judgments,
from the standpoint of intent, it must make
them analytically "coherent and systematic"
("the logic of morals"); and (2) it must reveal
their underlying "nature, purpose, and presup
positions" ("the metaphysics of morals").

This is especially interesting coming, as it
does, from one who has been known in England
as a deontological intuitionist. According to
Raphael, deontologists and non-naturalists have
kept close to the actual moral judgments of or
dinary life; whereas naturalists have not. Al
though some deontologists have attempted to
go beneath the level of surface meanings to
order their intuitions, their attempts have been
abortive; and we are left with an "unconnected
heap" of obligations. Raphael's theory combines
"deontology without intuition" and "Kant in
naturalistic dress." But even though Raphael
does take us beyond common everyday verbal
usage, he does not go far enough; and in his
"logic of morals" we are still left with the lan
guage of common sense as the "data" of morals.
Raphael does not show that this "logic" is the
logic of morality, rather than the logic of the
moral language of twentieth-century educated
Englishmen (or Indo-Europeans). His proce
dure may tell what is implied in ordinary con
cepts and judgments, but it does not tell us
whether these are true or worthwhile. One can
imagine, for instance, what we would think of a
physicist who claimed to have discovered the
deeper meaning and relationships of "space"
and "time," or of a psychologist, of "behavior"
and "personality," merely by analyzing these
terms as they appear in ordinary life. This reli
ance on ordinary natural language is all part of
the current conservative ideology of leaving
things as they are.

In the "logic of morals" Raphael takes as two
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